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Black enrollment declines
by Jodi Anable
Black student enrollment in institutions
of higher education has dramatically declined nationwide in recent years, according toa recent study released by the Southern Regional EducationBoard.
This decline is reflected at Seattle University where the number ofblack students
reached a peak in 1973 with200blacksenrolled. Only 109 black studentsenrolled in
S.U. for the current academic year.
Reasons cited by black members of the
S.U. community in explanation of the decline fallinto threemain areas: economics,
a campus environment in which black students feel isolated and the scarcity ofblack
rolemodels at S.U.
"I've barely just survived on my own,"
said Marcus Reese, describing his financial difficulties at S.U. The Black Student
Unionpresident and formermember of the
Chieftain basketball team, Reese added,
"I've had to take on several loans and I'll
probably be paying themoff the rest of my

-"

-«

James Gore, a former Chieftain teammate of Reese and current

ASSUfirst vice
president, said while he played for the
Chieftains hebecame particularly aware of
the economic struggles of many of the
black students at S.U. "After tuition was
paid for," Gore said, "a lotofthe guys lived
ona very, very limited budget. Some went
without eating. That's why we started a
'Meal Table' at the Marketplace before the
games, because the coach was worried that
people weren't eating. It's not that they
wouldn't try toeat,butthat they didn't have
anything to eat."
Althoughmany students ofall races face
economic hardships in financing their educations, the situation for blacks if often
particularly bleak. According to Time
magazine, approximately one half of the
college bound blacks in the United States
come from families withannual incomes of
$12,00 or less. The 1980 U.S. census of
population revealed that the average income of a black family in Seattle is
$13,243.
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As directorof Campus Ministry, Joseph

McGowan, S.J., particularly empathizes
withblack S.U. students ashe is himself a

graduate of S.U.

"A question Iask myself is, 'Have we
pricedourselves out of theblack market?'"
McGowansaid. "As a Jesuit, Ihave to ask
myself how much longer Iwillparticipate
in a structure whichhas toexist by becoming more and more expensive and leaving
the poor and black people out."
McGowan added, however, that he believes the decline in black student enrollment at S.U.is not caused primarily bylack
offunds. Rather, McGowan is particularly
concerned with the feeling ofalienation experiencedby blacks at S.U.
"Anybody that's here who is of color,"
McGowan continued, "is living and working in a world that is different from theirs
in every way — in the style ofcommunicating, in the style of
— perceiving and in the experience of life and so to work here and
to be a studenthere as ablack person you
pay a veryheavy price. Thisis not a dream
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landandan affirming place for black peoS.U.alumnus SherylRoberts-Kirby echoes this sentiment. "Personally, there was
lots of isolation," said Roberts-Kirby, who
has returned to S.U. asassistant directorof
Career Planning and Placement. "I felt a
disconnectedness inmy education."
"Inone classroom," Roberts-Kirby said,
"there was an attitude expressed that
'Black people can't make more than a C
grade. That's good for you people.' Pretty
overt statements were being made in the
classroom."
James Gore said that as a black student
he feels a responsibility to not only be a
positive representative of S.U. but alsoof
black students. Withthis senseof responsibility, he adds, thereis sometimes a feeling
of isolation. "Even though you might fit in
and you might seem to be happy in public
it's because of the fact that you are 'on
stage'. You try to be a good student, a good
representative, a good athlete and also to
(continuedon page 8
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New bishop to work
with Hunthausen
byShelly Griffin

An auxiliary bishop of Seattle assumed
his duties two weeks ago to start fulfilling
his mission of "assisting the archbishop in
his workofshepardingthe church," he said
at his first press conference.
Bishop Donald W. Wuerl, former theology professor, consultor to the Vatican
Congregation for Clergy and rectorand associate general secretary for Pittsburgh,
was ordained abishopby PopeJohn PaulII
in Rome on Jan. 6. At the ordination of
Wuerl and sixother bishops, the popesaid,
"You must guide your brothers and sisters
in the faith. You must conduct new disciples to Christ," according to an archdiocese newsrelease.
Wuerl said he was not made auxiliary
bishop to moderate or watch over Archbishop Raymond G. Hunthausen who the
Holy See sent the Apostolic Visitation to
investigate criticisms made of Hunthausen's pastoral service. "I will work
with him (Hunthausen) and follow his
lead," Wuerl said. He said he and Hunthausen are in complete agreement on all
principle areasof their philosophies.
Wuerl hopes not to do day-to-day details
and paperwork, rather do pastoral work
and "share the responsibilities with him
(Hunthausen)
Iwant to do more peo-

...

The Bishop Donald W. Wuerl hopes to share responsibilities with
Hunthausen in the large Seattle Diocese.

ple work, not paperwork."
After working in Rome from 1969 to
1979 for the Vatican's Congregation for the
Clergy and as secretary to the head of the
Vatican office for priests, Wuerl decided
"it wastime toreturn to the states."He told
the pope that he wanted to do something
morepastoral. The popesaid, "And what I
do isn't?"

The duties of the auxiliary bishop will
take form as needs arise. Wuerl will visit
parishes and perform confirmations, allowing the archbishop more time to interact with the 132 parishes of the archdiocese. Wuerl will also work with the
archbishop in the religious education oflaity.

When asked how his political views
compare to Hunthausen's views, Wuerl
saidhe has "nothad an opportunity to explore all the range of issues." But he does
agree with Hunthausens recent statement
on AIDS patients, saying that "everyone
who believes" should feel that the church
should help.
On the archbishop's outspoken ways of
communicating Wuerl cited that all of the
bishop's together have issued a pastorial
letter about the stockpiling of nuclear
weapons. "We have the potential for answering serious moral questions" and
archbishops should do that, Wuerl said.
"Iwant to witness to the gospel as best I
can," Wuerl said.
Wuerl is an author of many books and
co-authorof "The Teaching ofChrist." He
has translated intoEnglish several theological books and writtenarticles ontheology,
history, philosophy and current events.
During his years inRome Wuerl wrote fea-^|
tures for the Vatican publication "L' Osscr£
vatore

-

Romano."

Wuerl was called a "rock hard ortho-*^
dox" while a priest in Pittsburgh. "Labels
havenever appealed tome," he said, "but f*
am a believer, and Ibelieve with all ny
heart that Christ andhis ways are the rignt^
way."

Black Student Union not new to S.U.
by Vonne Worth

New degree
for biology

TheBlack Student Union beganduring a
troubled time.

It was the time when former President
Lyndon Johnson was fighting a war in
Vietnam. It was the time when a female
student died after being shot at Kent State
University in Ohio. It was the time when
Martin Luther King Jr. was marching in
the South to get civil rights for the race of
the peoplethen called Negro.
During that time a Seattle University
group formed to protest the war in Vietnam.Out of thisgroup came the first Black
Student Union, said John Toutonghi, professorof physics.
"They (war protesters) called themselves the Student Involvement League and
they couldn't find anadviser on campus, so
they came to me, and Isaid, 'Sure,' because Iknew some of the kids and they
were neat people," Toutonghisaid.
He said there were a few black students
who went to these meetings anda few who
went to the Black Student Union meetings
at the University of Washington.
The StudentInvolvement League did not
become the Black Student Union, but the
two groups did many things together,
Toutonghi said.
"The Civil Rights movement and the
Vietnam movement were very intermingledat that time," Toutonghisaid.
The military had a very high proportion
ofblack peoplein it and adisproportionate
number of blacks were getting killed in it,
he said.

The students who began the organizations were non-militant,bright and usually
got highgrades, he said.
Aclub needed a charter, abudget and an
adviser. Since they knew Toutonghi the
Black Student Union askedhim to be their
adviser.
"So it made sense to be adviser to both
groups since the groups were soclosely related," he said.
Toutonghi saidthe BSUbecame activein
obtaininganopenhousingordinance inSeattle. Although this was only about 15-17
years ago, at that time real estate agents
couldlegally say they wouldn't sell to black
people. The BSU presented forums on

Marcus Reese, president of S.U.s Black Student Union, speaks with
students aboutBlack cultural awarenesson campus.
open housing with speakers from both
sides, Toutonghi said.
A few years later some militant black
Vietnam veterans became active in the organization, he
— sfid. "Militant has a bad
connotation these were very intelligent,
highly motivated (people);Ihadno trouble
at allcommunicating with them or relating
to them or being friends. They always
treated me with
courtesy and politeness," he said.
They were not militant anti-white, but
militant pro-black students, so the Black
Student Unionbecamemore militant "like
the nation as a whole did," Toutonghisaid
The militant phase lasted about a year.
"It was pretty hard not to be militant when
students were being shot at Kent State
(University),"he said.
"When Bobby Davis
came on this
campus, (he was) a Vietnam veteran,"
Toutonghi said. "One time (he) scared
every single white faculty member and student in this university and everybody was
scared to go and talk to him. He wasin the
studentunion. That was where their (BSU)

...

...

office was."
When Toutonghi started to go to talk to

Davis, he was told, "You cannot go up
there; sortie of them have gotguns."
He replied, "Hey, these aremy students,
Iknow these people. You're trying to tell

...

me they're killers
I've been working
and talking with these people in my
classes. I'm not worried."
"Iwas."

He talked with Davis, who said "he felt
afraid every timehe walked on
cam-

...

pus."
Davis asked him, "You know how you
feel right now?"

Toutonghi saw only black students

aroundhim.
"You feel kinda scared?"
"Yes, a littlebit."

"Ifeel that way every day," Davissaid
"(Therewas) very, very unfortunate fear
and mistrust on both sides," Toutonghi
said. "It was a terrible period?'
He saidbothsides spreadrumors ofguns
but he personally neversaw a gun carried
by anyone.
Emile Wilson was another student in-

volved in the BSU later. Everyone liked

him, Toutonghi said,but he didn't have the

blacks. He had an identity crisis and he
chose the blacks. Ke had to do this to lead
the blacks.
Wilson and others were involved in a

protest demonstration and were suspended. He was later reinstated andeventually became the only S.U. graduate to receive a Rhodes Scholarship.
"If students don't react to social issues
and socialproblems,who'sgoing to? They
so student organihave theleast tolose
zations can play a very important role in
society," he r.aid.
The current Black Student Union was in
existence by May, 1976, according to
James Gore, past president of BSU and
current ASSU first vice president.

...

by Raelene Sam
After a year of intensive discussions
within the biology department between
faculty and students, a new focus of the biologydegree is the result.
The biology school which originally
gave a bachelor of arts, a bachelor of science and a bachelor of science in biology
degree will only have abachelor ofscience
in biology degree. This new curriculum

features a set of specific courses supporting science and mathematics requirements.

The goals of this new curriculum is to
broaden and strengthenbackground in the
life sciences; to infuse more modern biology and plant programs; to offer better
preparation for careers in the technical
fields; and to bring the biology curriculum
and degree requirements into conformity
withinstitutions in the east.

According to David Brubaker,chairman
of the biology department, the old biology
curriculum was focused too narrowly and
lacked sufficient plant science for the department to be called "Biology." Many of
the biology graduates were not receiving
sufficient breadth of training and experience in the life sciences.
Biology,said Brubaker, has continued to
become more complex and integrated with
chemistry and physics.In recent years emphasis has been placed on understanding
the cellular and biochemical basis of life
and its generic regulation. This "new biology" trend has touchedallits genetic regulation levels ofbiology.
There will be some disapproval from biologymajors as morecourses inchemistry
and physics are needed, saidBrubaker.
The elimination of the bachelor of arts
and bachelor of sciences degrees creates
stricter requirements. Thus the newly definedbachelor ofscience in biology degree
may slightly reduce the number of biology
maiors.

_
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A hole in the wall and a tipped over garbage can on the nineth floor in
Campion Tower were just some of the many sights that the ASSU senate revealed on a tour of campus conditions.

S.U. campus in need of
a repairing
by Sue Weibler

The ASSU Senate

met

with George

Pierce, vice president ofadministration to

discuss the poor condition of the buildings
and grounds at Seattle University. ASSU
took Pierce;James Gore, ASSU vice president; Joseph McGowen,S.J.,head ofCampus Ministry; andJoe Sommer, directorof
Plant and Facilities; on atour ofcampus to
give them a first hand look at specific damage and to hear their views on these problems.
However, the senate was immediately
told that two of the most important problems, Connolly Center and the dorms,
were not under Pierce or Sommer's jurisdiction.As aresult no actioncouldbe taken
in those areas.
The tour was cut to the Liberal Arts

building, Pigott, Barman and the library.
The problems pointed out in the Libeeral
Arts building were that some tiles were
raisedin the floors, some locks weremissing, the bathroom floors were filthy, some
windows would not shut and the entire
buildinglacked adaquate heating.
Pigotthas doors thatdo not lock, broken
desks and chairs and damagedblinds.
Bannon has water-stained tiles, poor
lightingand broken doors.
The wallpaper is peeling off the walls of
one of the libraryconference rooms, wires
are exposed on the third floor and the air
conditioner is loud and makes it hard to
study.
"Part of the state bonding monies the
university received have been earmarked
for campus improvement," said Pierce.

Despite this, senate officers discovered
that another of the biggest complaints,
poorly lit walkways all overcampus, could
not be helpedby Pierce,as that too was out
of his jurisdiction.
S.U.s maintenance department is fragemented intodifferent groups taking care of
buildings, outside grounds, dorms and
Connolly. These groups have no way to interact and some problems, such as outside
doors to buildings, come under the jurisdiction of both. With no way for these
groups to work together the problem often
goesunsolved.
The biggest problem is while Pierce and
the others agreed that somebuildings were
in need of repair, their hands were tied by
lack of funds. The senate was told that
S.U.s maintenance budget is 50 percent
below schools of comparable size. Peirce
addedthis was compared to public as well
as private institutions and S.U. could never
come close to a public college. With no
money to make large repairs, little can be
done to improve conditions.
"What Ithink is an issue
is
— here
where we put the money our plant maintenance budget is composedofdollars to go
—
tomaintenanceof thebuildings meaning
the ventalation systems, the roofing systems," Pierce explained. The budget does
have funds for maintenance, not complete
renovation or replacment.
Thesmall problems, such as dirty facilities and broken blinds will be fixed. A senator will be assigned to each building to
watch for problems and report them to the
building superintendant. Also, a group of
students will be asked to volunteer to go
through the Liberal Arts building at night
to close windows to keepheat inandconserveenergy.
Tim Leary, adviser for the senate, said,
"There was good communication between
the two groups."
"We could begin moving on some of
these things in the spring," Pierce added.
The senate will publish a survey for students to express concerns inmaintenance.
The senate also sent a letter to Sullivan explaining what was discussed at the meeting
and the action they plan to take.

...

ASSU candidates cautioned
by Matt Laßelle
For allASSU candidates vying for political offices for the 1986-87 school year, attendance at the Candidates Mandatory
Meeting was of importance.
Deepak Katara, ASSU election board
coordinator,elaborated ontheissueofethical standards, which will have tobe metby
ah" candidates. According to Katara, "dirty
tricks or mudslinging will not be tolerated
this year." In light of this, a committee will

review allelection tactics toassure a clean
election.
The committee was formed to dissuade
campaigning violations that happenedlast
year, such as tearing down opponents slogans,
campaigning rambunctiously
through dorms and posting illegal signs,

said Katara.
Katara said his insistence on overcoming

the "growing apathy" that has stricken
candidates in past years, is due to low student voting. He believes the candidates

have to be optimistic that the votes willincrease, but to assure even the slightest
chance that they will,allcandidates should
promote their own aspirations to a higher
level by going out and becoming involved
with the voters. Also presentat the meeting
was James Gore, ASSU first vice-president, who reiterated on the importance of
getting out into the mainstream of voters.
"It is real, themore you continue, the more
you're successful, the more real it will
seem."

ASSU/Spectator separated
by Clarke W. Hammersley
The Seattle University Spectator will no

longer be responsible to the Associated
Students of Seattle University beginning
fall quarter 1986, said ASSU president
Dave Hankins. Hankins said the Spectator
should be responsible to all members of
S.U.s community and not just to the small
amount ofstudents in the ASSU.
"Ithink that the separation of the Spectatorfrom the ASSU is agood achievement
for both ends," said Hankins, "because for
one, the Spectator now has what Iconsider
another leash off its neck. They can now
petition the university (through the office
of student leadership) instead of having to
worry about personal biases and bitterhappensup —here (the
nesses that
— sometimes
but it
ASSU)
regrettable
which is
happens," he said.
In the past, the university money budgeted for the Spectator wouldfirst be channeled through the ASSU before the Spectator received it. The ASSU would then
decide whether to give any additional
money to the university's allotment.
In the 1984-85 school year, for example,
S.U. budgeted $17,000 to the Spectator.
The ASSU then added $1,555.75 to S.U.s
$17,000 for a total of $18,555.75. This
money,addedto the Spectator's advertising

revenue of $15,726.85, gave the Spectator
$34,282.60 for its totalyearly revenue.
Although S.U. is expectedto budget another $17,000 to the Spectator for the
1986-87 school year, and with this money
no longer being channeled through the
ASSU, the Spectator will now have to petition the office of student life, rather than
the ASSU, for additional funds. The Spectator is now considered a separate organizationand will petition for funds like many
other organizations at S.U.
According to Neil Hayward, Spectator
business manager, the Spectator's separation from the ASSU is advantageous. "We
at the Spectator view the change as a positive one for two main reasons. First, we
will deal with the same person every year
which will make the budgeting process
more stable. Second, the university will
have amore accurate picture ofthe Spectator's financial needs."
Unlike other years, Hayward said that
this year the ASSU did not give additional
funds to the university's base budget (for
the Spectator) of $17,000 and that because
of this, the separation is even more advantageous.

"Perhaps another advantageof our severing from the ASSU," said Hayward, "is
that there will be less middle men to decide

if we get additional money or not. There
willbe less peopleand clubs competing for
monies and interfering with our budget
now."
For example, according to Jasmine
Mokhtar, executivesecretary to the ASSU,
the Spectator did not receive additional
funds this year because many new clubs
werecreated last fall quarter. She said the
new clubs were the Samoan Club, Finance
Club, Malaysian Club, Philosophy Club,
Pre-Health Club and Matteo Ricci Club.
Hankins said these clubs needed funding
and that there was not enough money remainingto allot to the Spectator.
"Circumstances such as these should no
longer interfere with the Spectator'sbudget
and it's very possible thatthe Spectator will
end up with more than $17,000 (plus advertising revenue) starting in the 1987-88
school year," said Hayward.
Unfortunately, the decision to separate
the Spectator from the ASSU came after
the budget was set for the 1986-87 school
year. "It's too late for the Spectator topetition the student life office for more funds
for next year," said Hayward. He said the
Spectator will have to settle for what it
makes in advertising revenue and the
$17,000 already budgeted for it.
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Inorganic
creation?
by Christopher Marcel!

Students: What do you think your professors would be doing on their free time?
Free time? If they had free time. Do you
think that they wouldbe getting together at
a coffee shop to drink and talk about the
weather? Ithink not. In fact, Idiscovered
proof they do not do that (all of the time
anyway).

Oneof thethings they doisgather for the
faculty and staff seminars sponsored by
the school ofscience andengineering,and
the school of general science program
every second Thursday. On Jan. 30, 1 was
lucky enough to attend the second, in a series of five, of. these seminars entitled,
"Evolution: FromSoup to Cell,FromFish
to Philosopher." There as a representative
of the Spectator, Ifound an amiable group
of 11 professors gathered to hear a colleague expound on his field of general
knowledge.
The lecturer, David Brubaker, professor
of biology at S.U.,spoke from 2to 3 p.m.
on the outstanding apradigms in speculative scientific inquiry that led to Darwin's
evolutionary theory as described in his
"Origin of the Species" in1859. Brubaker
also presentedmany of the subsequent extrapolations ofDarwin's theory by individuals such as Mendel, Hardy, Wienberg,
Fisher and Oparin. He traced the logic,
based onexperiments byHardy and Wienberg, which culminated in Alexander of
Oparin's "Origin of Life" in 1928. This
piece of work, Brubaker suggested,represents the foundation of themodernbiological assumption which holds that organic
life developed from some unique combination of inorganic matter.
—
Apart from beinginformative Brubaker overviewed more than two quarters
worth ofmaterial the seminar was free.
It was a pleasure for me to hear the postdiscussion by the attending groups, on all
new thoughts and relevant new theories
was surprised thatI
about the said topic. I

—

was the only student present.
The seminars are relaxed, they are free
and they are informative. The next one,on

Feb. 6, will be presented by Professor
Terry VanDer Werff, called "Cause or Effect: TheChicken or the Egg?" For more
information on the faculty and staff seminars,call Robert J. Smith at 626-6739.

Archbishop
shuns racism
In aletter to the Archdiocese of Seattle
ommemorating Martin Luther king Jr.'s
lirth, Archbishop Raymond G. Hunhausen denounced apartheid inSouth AC
ica, calling it "morally repugnant to our
Catholic tradition."
Hunthausen asked Catholics to rememwr MartinLuther King Jr.'s dream and "to
examine our struggle as individuals, as a
rountry and as a people."
In this country over 35 million people,
live below the poverty line, Hunthausen
pointed out. Menand women by the thousands sleepin the streets whileour country
spends billions ofdollars onnuclear weapons systems "which we must never use,"
wrote Hunthausen.
Hunthausen saidSouth Africa is a place
where violenceand injustice add to the failure of King'sdream to overcome these factors.

The United States Catholic Conference
adopted the "Statement on South Africa"
this year. Hunthausen asked people to reflect and act on this statement to build the
vision for King's dream.
Hunthausen hopes that byreviewing recommendations made through this statement South Africans may be supported in
their quest for their "God-given dignity
and right as they overcome the system ot
apartheid."
Inclosing, Hunthausen wrote, "We must
continue our struggle to eliminate the violence of racism within our own lives and
our country."

4
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ASSU Candidates
1st Vice President

President
Allison Westfall
Allison Westfall is a junior majoring in
journalism. She covered the ASSU for the
Spectator last year and is now a senator.
Westfall believes the diversity of S.U.s
campus, including international and graduate students, is not represented in presidential appointments. As president, she
wouldlike to continue the work she started
as senator, suchas demanding better services of the administration.

Abbeselom
Ghermay

Abbeselom Ghermay is a junior majoring in chemistry. He served on the activities board last year. Ghermay thinks the
students need a stronggroup that can talk
with the administration with force on issues such as budget cuts or rising tuition.
He feels previous presidents have been
afraid to make waves. Ghermay lives off
campus.

Troy Monohon
Troy Monohon is a junior majoring in
public relations. He served as senator last
year. Five areas of concern Monohan
would like to address are: food service on
campus, tuition, parking, activities and
community involvement. He would like to
see Metro bus passes subsidized by the
school as a way to ease the parking problem. Monohon is a residentof Xavier Hall.

Michael Sheehan
Mike Sheehan is a senior economics major. He is the current ASSU second vice
president. If elected to president Sheehan
wouldlike tocontinue his efforts at reforming the structure and powerbase of the
ASSU.He said the ASSU needs to become
a stronger form of government in order to
meet theneeds of a diverse student population. Sheehan feels his experience in the
ASSU is important because he now has a
working knowledge of how the ASSU is
run and how to avoid future problems.
Sheehan is 22 and livingoff campus.

Mike Mullen

MikeMullen is a sophomore honors major. In the past, Mullen has worked with
Campus Ministry, the intramurals program and Oktoberfest. Mullen said he
thinks he could do a good job and said he
has some ideas of his own that he would
like to see done. Mullen saidthat ifelected
he would work towards improvements on
campus, especially Xavier, and work towards getting back some of the power the
administration has taken away from the
ASSU. Mullen isa resident of Xavier.

Lorine Singleton

Lorine Singleton is a sophmore business
major. Sheis serving on the election board
andon the speakercommittee and was appointed to serve as a senator last quarter.
She said she would like to make the students feel like an important part of the
school. She feels the administration has
neglected students in decisions regarding
budget cuts and raises in tuition. She wants
to fight for student rights and see that William J. Sullivan, S.J., hears from the students before making decisions that affect
them.

Brad Mace

Brad Mace is a third-yeardramaand political science major. He feels the administration has long-term goals but that something needs to be done for students now.
Mace would also like to see more input
fromstudents inhow ASSU shouldberun.
He is a residentof XavierHall

.

Philip Devin
Unavailable forComments.

Mark Hall
Unavailablefor Comments.

Bob Brown

Bob Brown is a sophomorebusiness ma-

jor. He is currently a senator. In the past
year Brown has served on the senior com-

mittee and on the Oktoberfest committee.
Brown feels the ASSUhasbeen ignoredby
the administration andifelected wouldlike
to work on issues such as increasing the
ASSU budget, tuition increases and food
service on campus. Brown is a resident of
XavierHall.

Candidates continued on page 10
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S.U. and Black Students
This week'sheadline story deals withthe continuing decline inblack enrollment at Seattle
University, adecline that should not come as a surprise to the current administration. Aftei
all,please recall that S.U. is the same school that admitted this fall that it was financially
invested inSouth Africa's racist regime.

Editorial
Though some will undoubtedlyargue that one fact has nothing to do with the other, I
disagree. The Interim Director of Admissions at S.U. compared black students to "tuba players," ananalogy which is notonly unfortunate but highly insensitive.
Is it any wonderthen thatblack students complain of feelingisolated at such a university, a
university that mouths a few platitudes about racial importance then continues towards its
real goal ofachieving excellence inits real estate.

Cultural Exchange Needed to
Helo Enrollment

by James Gore
February is African-American History
month, focusing the nation's attention on
the achievements and contributions of
America's black community. But as we
commemorate past accomplishments, we
must also address current problems if we
hope to accomplish future goals. In this
light, I
havebeen askedby SpectatorEditor
Chullaine O'Reilly to address the issue of
declining black enrollment on campus.

COMMENTARY
S.U., along with colleges and universities across the country, is witnessing a decline in black enrollment. Though each
campus presents a unique situation, some
of the observations and experiences of

black students and alums from S.U. have
relevance nationwide. They represent
common problems faced by collegiate
blacks throughout the United States.
Lack ofrole models on campus is one of
the must frequent observations made by
black students. For example, at S.U. there
are only four black professors, two full-

time and two part-time. This situation is
exacerbated by a core curriculum which,
throughignorance or intent,disregards the
rich heritage of American blacks. Many
students get a sense of "not belonging" in
courses like American literature and
American history, courses which frequently fail to include the contributions of
blacks to our society. If blacks are mentioned it is invariably in the context of the
institution ofslavery. Thisreflects afailure
to integrate the educational experience
with the cultural backgrounds of these students. It is hard to believe that S.U. could
turn its back on black culture when it sits
right in the midst of one ofSeattle's largest
blackcommunities.
Yet S.U. is also a campus where we
profit from theexposure todiversecultural
experiences that dissolves the stereotypes
implanted inour society. Getting to know
evenalittlebit about a person'sbackground
in a respectful way alleviates racial tension.
Black students do take prominent positions at S.U. Emile Wilson, the only
Rhodes scholar tocome from S U.,is black
and a model of student achievement that
the entire school can acknowledge with
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pride. Blacks holdoffices in student government, including the ASSU presidency
in 1978. But many with leadership potentialshy awayfrompublic servicebeause of
the fearof beingunable to reach their goals
because of prejudgmentsby others.
Thereisgreat diversity among black students, a fact seemingly overlooked by
many, which can lead to difficulty in relating to each other. We needforums that foster interaction in our community. S.U.'s
BlackStudent Union, which inthe past was
more of an activist group fighting for black
equality on campus, is now more of a cultural-social club withthe intention of being
a part of campus activity in bringing black
culture to the campus. But attendance is
poor for events sponsored by the B.S.U.,
perhaps in part because of negative impressions held by white students.
Despite thesedrawbacks, S.U. offers excellent opportunities for students and, I
hope,inthe future willoffer even more. To
encourage black enrollment, S.U. should:
1) provide more supportsystems, bothacademic and cultural, for black students; 2)
seekabalanced faculty and staff representative of the American cultural spectrum;
and 3) have more contact with the sur-
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rounding black community. Thereneeds to
be more than a superficial effort to make
black students feel a senseof prideand belonging on Seattle University's campus.
The motto should not be, "Come and be
like US ..." but rather, "Here's a place
where you can see your culture being accepted." While we appreciate the experience of a university education, we also
want to beappreciated for what we bring to

that experience.
This year for the first time, Americacelebrated the achievements and aspirations
of Martin Luther King Jr.,by observing a
national holiday in honor of his birth. In
closing, let meuse his words to express the
importance ofabalanced education,which
we obtain inpart by the acceptance of all
the different elements that make up humanity:
"The function of education is to teach
one to think intensively and to think critically. But education which stops with efficiency may prove the greatest menace to
society. The most dangerous criminal may
bethe mangifted with reason,but with no
morals
We must remember thatintelligence is not enough. Intelligence plus
character this is the goal of true education."

....

—

All letters to the editor must be250 wordsor less, typed,
double-spaced, signed and mailed or delivered to The
Spectator by 12pm Saturday.Looking Aheadentries must
bemailedor deliveredby5pmThursday. Allmust include a
phonenumberand address.Letters will be publishedon a
spaceavailable basisand maybe edited asneeded.
Postmaster: Send address changes to The Spectator,
12th Avenue and East Spring Street, Seattle,WA, 98122.
The Spectator is published every Thursday during the
academic year, excluding school holidays. Annual subscriptions cost $10 andthird class postageis paid atSeattle. WA.
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Celebrating the year of the tiger
by LanceR. Tormey

Seattle is celebrating the Chinese and
East AsianNew Year beginning Feb.9, the
firstofficial day. The festivities began Sunday and commemorated the Year of the Tiger. In lunar calendar it will be the year
4684.

The International District is gearingup
for a week of parades, dances, films and
dinners allin the traditional Chinese style.
But do you have to be Chinese to celebrate
the New Year?Ofcourse not.
The New Year is celebrated in many
Asian countries. Vietnam, Korea, Singapore and Thailand all follow the lunar calendar. For Americans the New Year is a
time toenjoy the vast array offoods and activities.
— The Seattle Chinatown
Feb. 15
Chamber ofCommerce wants to celebrate
hinese New Year with the Greater Seattle
community in thier New Year Dinner

banquet at the Ocean City Restaurant at 6
p.m. The program will start with a goodluck liondance.

MissChinatown '86,Su ChengHarris,
and her court will greet guests during the
event. Live band and dancing are expected. Call 382-4038 for more information.

—

Feb. 22 TheChinese Student Association of the University of Washington will
sponsor a Chinese New Year dinner
party, show and dance at three different
locations. A dinner catered by the China
First Restaurant will begin at 5:30 p.m. at
the HUB West Ballroom at U.W. It will be
$6 for members and $8 for non-members.
A variety show of Chinese music, dance,
songs andplays willbe held at KaneHallof
U.W. Admission is free. A dance willbegin
at 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at the HUB East Ballroom. Admissionis free.

Seattle Art Museum
offers unique gift
by DoreenHunter

Forget about the roses, forget about the
candy, let'stalk history. That's right,Isaid
history. Now you're probably wondering
whathistory has todo withValentine's Day,
but whatbetter way to show someone special you care about them thanlearnabout
their history and have fun while doing it.
Starting Thursday, Feb. 20, theSeattle

Art Museum makes this unusual Valentine's promise possible by announcing the
premier of the landmark exhibition Treasuresfrom the National Museumof American Art. No,I'm not crazy,this willbereal
fun.
Drawn from over 32,000 works held by
the Museum of American Art, the oldest
federal art collection in the United States,
Treasures encompasses more than 250
years ofAmerica's arthistory. It brings together works from all aspects of this coun-

Seattle Scene

try's rich and diverse tradition of visual
art, tracing the

colonial

roots

American vision from it's
to contemporary explora-

_
tions.
ThePuritan ethic of our colonial beginningis revealed inearly portraits by Charles Wilson Peale, Robert Feke and Benjamin West, among others, as they
attempted to immortalize the faces, attitudes and scenes of their day.
exhibition features 81 works of art
— The
73 paintings, one watercolor and seven

—
sculptures representing America's vis-

ual history from the mid-18th century to
the present. Treasures illuminates the
American experience of two and a half
centuries.
The early paintings reveal the old values
and the new ideas which became the philosophical underpinnings of a young nation.

Gilbert Stuart's portrait of John Adams,
painted when both artist and subject were

"Two souls with but a single thought,
Two hearts that beat as one."
Von Munch-Bellinghausen,

Ingomar the Barbarian

old men, is a remarkable recording of the
artist's understanding of the acute mind
and vigorous compassion of this father of
revolutionaryideas.
The 19th century American landscape
paintings celebrate the promised land of
North America. Thomas Cole's "The Subsiding Waters of the Delunge"possesses a
deeply religious vision, while Albert Beirstadt's "SierreNevada" proclaims the awe
inspiring power of the western lands at
mid-century.
The penetration into exploration ofindividual experience continued as painters of
the mid-20th century witnessed the industrial revolution and World Wars Iand 11.
Their paintings document the impact of
rapid changes and major world events on
the lives of ordinaryAmericans.
Treasures is a landmark exhibition on
several fronts. It marks the first United
States tour of works from the NationalMu-

seum of American Art. Many of the early
paintings are the prize jewels ofthe federal
collection. Several of the paintings have
beencleaned and refittedinhistorically appropriate frames for this showing. Works
of major painters and styles are complimented by important examples of less familiar talents, many who worked outside
the traditional mainstreams of American
art.

Treasures will be on display Feb. 20
through April 13 at the Pavilion at Seattle
Center. The organizer of this exhibition is
the National Museum of American Art,
Smithsonian Institution, Washington,
D.C., and the curator is Elizabeth Broun,
assistant director and chief curator of the
National Museum of American Art. The
Seattle Art Museum is the first stop of this
13-month national tour, returning to Washington,D.C., in May1987.

Do we really know what love means?
Someone once saidthat if you have never
been inlove you have no idea what you are
missing. True? possibly, but can someone
please tell me how to define the wordlove?
Is it found in theHallmark cardsthat weall
send once a year? Is it found in the TV or
magazines? Must Ispend two dreadful
weeksona "loveboat" to get the girl of my
dreams? Do Ihave answers to all these
questions? No, but Ican offer some sug-

by Lance R. Tormey

The traditional "DragonDance" rings in theNew Year

gestions.
In America we let the media define the
word love for us. We follow the advice of
Christian Dior and Max Factor all in the
hopes of finding love. We lose ourselvesin
love stories of romance, found in TV and
novel form.
Unfortunately, the media has given love a
new meaning, a meaning that most of us
wouldrather forget. We see love as secondary to sex. We see love as undesirable and
relationships as easy tocome by as pebbles
ona beach.
We must allwatchourTV's and read our
magazines withaneye of scrutiny. We must
remember that love willnever be portrayed
the way itis felt inside.

Valentine's Day is Feb. 14, originally the
Roman feast of Lupercalia. The day was
Christianized in memory of the martyrdomofSt. Valentine in270 A.D.St. Valentine inmedieval times was associated with
theunionof lovers under harsh conditions.
In America we no longer acknowledge
St. Valentine (have we ever?). We do, however, remember the lovedones inour lives.
So on Friday night take a special friend, a
husband or a wife out for an evening on the
town. Show those special people in your
life that you care.
DINNER:
THE CANLIS RESTAURANT, located at 2576 AuroraN. Everything is first
class at this restaurant. The food is prepared by some of the best chefs in Seattle.
Just about anythingon the menu will please
even the pickiest eater.
The service is superb and the foodis exquisite. Dinner for two is $100 but well
worth the price.

THE LAKESIDE, located at 2501 N.
The menu consists of a number of seafood
dishes as well as tender steaks. Dinner for
two ranges from $30 to$50.
DID YOUKNOW: The GuinnessBook
of World Records reports that Brad Spacy
and Patricia Haugan of Fullerton, Calif.,
kissed for 417hours in a kissing contest in
June 1983.
DRINKS: RAYS BOATHOUSE, located in Ballard, on Shilshole Bay serves
the tastiest margaritas in Seattle. Why are
theythebest?QuervoGold is on tap as well
as Jack Daniels. Both arehouse drinks and
are very cheap.
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organ grinder
by Anne Cline

Playing and teaching theorganand harpsichord takes plenty of time for Martin
Olson, part-time Seattle University instructor.

Music is abig part of theinstructor'slife
and whenhe does haveabreak fromteaching it, he performs it. Olson enjoys being
able to sharehis organtalents. In fact, he is
coming off a recital a few weeks ago at St.
Edwards Catholic ChurchinsouthSeattle.
During the first half, he performed
pieces ofBach's recently discovered "Chorales from theNeumeisterCollection." The
second half consisted ofromantic music.
Olson said the Bachian music was
bought by American hymnwriter and
scholar, Lowell Mason, in 1852. When
Mason died he left the music to YaleUniversity. Themusic remained hidden in the
Yale library for about 120 years until a
Bach scholar found it and pressed for it's
release.

Olson said Yale released the music in
1985 andit wasperformed forthe first time
duringBach's tricentennial anniversary.
The musician closed the first halfof his
performance withBach's "Passacaglia." In
the second part he performed a series of
works by Franz Liszt, the 19th century
Hungarian-borncomposer.
Olson feels that everyone should be
aware of cultural arts. "I don't think any
student should graduate from this university without having some classes in fine
arts," he said.
Olson also accompanies singers at the
University of Washington andis heavily involved in the music program at Seattle's
Trinity Episcopal Church.
He received hisbachelor's degree in piano from the University of BritishColumbia, and his master's degree inmusic history from the U.W

SPECTATOR FILEPHOTO

The Seattle University Chamber Choir staged an impromtu performance for students all over campus last Tuesday. Many were taken by
surprise when out of nowhere came the sound of fine-tuned singing
voices in such places as the bookstore, the registration line in Piggot
and the Cheiftain Inn.
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year's publication of the literary magazine,
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I McLean, Marian 242, include a return
address. First deadlineis Feb. 15
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Blacks at Seattle
S.U. activist becan
by Lisa Banks

Emile Wilson, a leading activist during
his years at Seattle University, won a
Rhodes Scholarship and became the First
black person to receive a doctorate from
Oxford.
Wilsonnow works as an independentpolitical and educational consultant. Could
this be the same person who was arrested
15 years ago for demonstratingon campus?
"When Icame, Seattle University did
not havemore than ahandful of black students," he said. Wilson entered S.U. at 16
with an early admission into the honors
program.

"We were very concerned aboutgetting
more minority students, particularly black
students, on campus," he said. Some
strides were made with the adoption of a
disadvantaged studentprogram.

Campus Ministry director Joseph McGowan,S.J., questions whether S.U.s treatment of blacks fits in
with his own ethics as a Jesuit.

Lack of role models concerns S.U. blacks
(continuedfrom pageone)
maintain a little of your culture at the same
time, and it's reallyhard."

The problem of black student isolation,
charge some black members of the S.U.
community, stems from the small number
of blacks actively recruited to the university.

According to S.U.s first Minority Affairs director, Charles Mitchell, that was
not always the case. Mitchell, who resigned from his directorship in the early
70's due to an unsupportive administrative
environment, was nonetheless responsible
for bringing blackenrollment at S.U. up to
its highest level
"We were very successful in recruiting,"
Mitchell stated. "If we had had to rely on
the overall university admissions office to
do the recruiting we never wouldhavehad
those students. Even with bestintentionsof
the admissions office, they just wouldn't
have a feel for the community."
Mitchell saidhebelieves that the Minority Affairs Office at S.U. should be
charged with the responsibility of minority
student recruitment. But he strongly
stresses that the Minority Affairs Office
must then be given resources allowing
them to accomplish that successfully.
Minnie Collins, current Minority Affairs director, states that a major part of the
problem is the fact that there is "no clear
process to target, identify and follow-up
withblack students."
Collins office, operating witha significantly smaller budget and fewer staffmembers than did Mitchell's, is unable to provide many of the services the Minority
Affairs Office offered in the early 70s.
Collins is concerned about the way her
staff is overextended and says that much
more could be accomplished with additional resources. The Minority AffairsOffice has only two full-time staff members.
"Last quarter, for example," Collins
said, "The Office of Minority affairs responded to680 calls and585 in personrequests for information services, personal
and academic problems, as well as activi-

.

ties."

Collins added that if the university is
truly concerned about increasing the level

of black student enrollment, it must become aware that "black recruitment demands a full-timeperson and program."

Black Seattle-area high school seniors
questioned whether an S.U. recruiter had

ever approached them had various re-

sponses.
Tracey Parrish, a Garfield cheerleader
and someone described as one of the
smartest students at the school by her advi-

sor, said that as of this school year she

could not recall any S.U. recruiters going
to her school, although she had been invited to visit the campus.
Craig Spriggs and John Stevens, ODea
students involved in Honor Society, Student Council and theater arts, said they
have been approached "many times" by
S.U. recruiters, both at their school and
during "little programs where they march
us off to S.U." according to Stevens, who
addsthat other schools are offering more in
terms of scholarships.

None of the students questioned said
they are considering attending S.U.
Keith Grate, a 1984 S.U graduate, said
that it would not surprise himifthenumber

of black students continues to decline.
Grate's experiencesat S.U. wereoften of a
volatile nature. For example, Grate's
championship intramural basketball team
was called "a bunch of niggers" by an offduty intramural official during one of their

games.
As a result Grate was instrumental in
getting an anti-discrimination statement
added to the S.U. handbook.
Reflecting on his experiences at S.U.,

Grate commented, "After Ilook back, I
probably would not havecome (toschool at
S.U.) mainly because ofthe cost factor, and
secondly, because of the lack of positive
role models. There were so few blacks
around,not onlyin terms of studentsbut in
terms ofinstructors. That was probably the
biggestdepressant."

"This is my senior year," said Joanne
Ray, pre-med major, "and I've never once
—
had a black professor never.During the
years when the student
— is forming perceptions about the world the schoolyears —
the means of identificationis absent."
Partly as a result of her own experience
of not having academic models at S.U.,
Ray has become a peer advisor for black
studentsenrolled in MatteoRicci College.
"To many black students, going to col-

lege is like going to Mars, it's so distant,"
Ray said, adding thatrole models help students feel more at home in what many perceive to be a foreign environment.
There are only two black full-time instructors at S.U, which employs over 250
faculty members altogether.

One of the two, Henrietta Tolson of the
sociology department, said she believes
students of all races would benefit from
having more minorityinstructors.
"It's always enriching to encounter
something you've never experienced before," Tolsonsaid.
Collins believes that increasing black instructors could elevate black enrollment.
She stresses, however, it's also important
for blacks to be involved in upper level administration. "S.U. needs to hire a black
administrator at the V.P. level in academics," Collinsstated.There arecurrently no

blacks involvedin upper division administration at S.U.

S.U. administrators generally agree that
the decline in black student enrollment is a
concern, but many believe S.U. has already made a strong commitment to black
students.
Two years ago the Spectator reported a
statementby S.U.President William J. Sullivan,

S.J., regarding his desire to see
black students at S.U. reach 200. Though
the number of blacks at S.U. has actually
decreased since that statement was made,
Sullivan said, "I would certainly say that
(increasing black student enrollment to
200) is still a goal. Iwouldlike to see enrollmentreach the levelit once was."
"The participation in Seattle University
by minority students is an important dimension of the life of the university," Sul-

livan added. "The make-up of the student
body should reflect the diversity of the
world where welive and work."

Jeremy Stringer, vice president for Student Life, said, "I believe the university
supports equality of races and differences
in backgrounds."
Stringer said that noone has come tohim
with a formal complaint regarding racist
incidents, although people have come to
him with concerns regarding racism.
Stringer added, "It'smy conclusionthat we
do need togo quite a bit further."
Financial Aid Director Janet Crombie
also believes that S.U. has made "a real
commitment to black students choosing to
come here." She cited the Regents' Schol—
arship offered to black —high school seniors who meet the criteria as an example
of the university's efforts to encourage
blacks to attend S.U. Twenty-one black
students received the Regents'Scholarship
this year.

In the spring of 1970 the university fell
into a financial crisis. "They wanted tocut
down on their minority commitment and
enrollment," Wilson said.
Two activist groups on campus were
Students for a Democratic Society (SDS),
and Black Student Union. "It was a pretty

volatile time," Wilson said.
Studentscollaborated andheld a seriesof
demonstrations. They broke all the winCrombie agreed that lack of funds may
be keeping some students from attending
S.U., but added that it is not necessarily
due to actual cuts in financial aid by the
government. "We have continued to receiveevery yearmore totalfinancial aid for
our students, but that aid does not meet the
same percentageof need."
Crombie explained that this is due to the
cost of attending college and living expensesbeingmore expensive than the level
of financialaid.

"If there are more minority students in
the low income bracket," Crombie said,
"then you could say they're affected more
by it."
Esther Mills, Interim Admissions director, said that she thinks the university has
made "some real efforts" in increasing
black enrollment.
"I think there's also a perception that,
over the years, we havebacked off," Mills
continued. "I don't know whether we've
backed off or if there's just a differentattitude in the world towards race relations

right now. It doesn'thave the same saliency
as it did ten years ago."

Mills drew an analogy between the recruitment of blacks and that of tuba players.In order to get tubaplayers on campus.
Mills said, "You offer a scholarship for
tuba players. You have a tuba player counselor, a tuba player Open House. You've
got to convince them that there are people
like them on campus so that a tuba player
would go to the bookstore and find music
for tuba players and grease for the valves,
and they'd find classes in the history of
tuba-making."

Regardless of what some administrators
consider to be S.U.s strongcommitment to
blacks, however, there are those who
would say the commitment is not strong

.

enough

Gordon MeHenry, anS.U. alumnus and
the secondblack ASSU president in university history, saidhe has encouraged young
black students toattendS.U. But McHenry
saidhe would also encouragea student who
"feels there's something wrong or they've
beenignored or something needs to be corrected to stand up andsay so."
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became Rhodes scholar
dows inthe Chieftain andattacked the people at the Spectator for one-sided reporting. The political and social upheaval
culminated in at least one bomb explosion
on campus andanattack on a teacher, according to Wilson.

t

Wilson, like some other students, was
rested andsuspended at one of the demstrations.

"During the day of the demonstration

lat Igot suspended and arrested, Ithink
ne of thebestthingshappened to meat Settle University. Imet Father McGoldrick,"

Wilson said. James McGoldrick, S.J., beame Wilson's mentor. They worked toether for the next five years on various
übjects.

Howdid Wilson manage to retain asense
ofblack identity in apredominantly white
school? "For me, trying to remain black
was essentially a reading matter," he said.
Wilson managed to incorporate his study
ofblack history intohis coursework andindependentstudies.
It was extremely difficult,he said. "Ialways felt thwarted. Ialso felt that no one
really wanted to discuss it." But some
teachers didget reallyinvolved,he added.

There are more than a handful of black
students on campus today but blackenrollment remains down.
"I think that there are a culmination of
problems that exist," Wilson said. In a

son said he holds many fondmemof S.U. "Ilook at Seattle University as
:e where Igrew up, came into some
*al consciousness and got a verygood
mic education," Wilson said.

study for the Seattle Public Schools he revealed that only one in ten black students
are readilyadmissable to college.

Although Wilson ran into some prejudice at S.U.,he said, "Ithink that much of
what was here was more benign neglect
rather thanovert orcalculated ormalicious

Much of it "has to do with poor training
and poor advisingor absence ofmotivation
in high school," he said.

PI

hostility."
He added that as black students participated in demonstrationstheybegan topick
up more overt hostility.

McHenry, who graduated from the
Georgetown University law school and is a
member of the S.U. AlumniBoardof Governors, saidS.U.stillhasalotofworktodo
if the university is tobecome a place where
black students will feel affirmed andsupported. He added, however, that students
can be encouragedby the fact that, "because the university is small, one or two
voices can result in acknowledgment and

Wilson said the college problem is a
carry over from the high school problem.

S.U. compounds the problem with its
high tuition, Wilson added. "Their inability to come hereis part of the pervasiveracism that existsin society andthe pervasive
disadvantage that minorities have," he said.

Oxford graduate EmileWilson was a leader of black S.U. activists in
the early 19705.

Black History Month: Restoring lost culture

possiblychange."

McGowen hopes that this will prove to
be true. McGowen said he feels strongly
hat there have been many times when he
should have spoken out against racism at
S.U. and did not. "Those days have to end
for me," he stated.

While McGowen stated that the university is unsupportiveofblack students, he is
quick to say he does not hold himselfabove
reproach.

"Ihold myself accountable for the fact
that Ihave not candidly been an advocate
for black people on this campus," McGowen said. "Those days are over. Ihope to
my God those days are over."
McGowen addedthat ifblack student enllmentat S U. is allowed todecreaseeven
>re,downto fifty students, he willfind it
necessary to leave the university. "The

t

.

dream willbe over," he said.

According to a report recently released
by the Southern Regional Education
Board, black college student enrollment
increased 246 percent from 1967 to 1976.
It increased 6.1 percent from 1976 to 1982.
Since 1982, black enrollment has reached
"a virtual standstill."
At Seattle University black enrollment
las decreased fairly consistently after it
cached a highpoint of 270 black students
n 1973. Only 109 black students were enolledat S.U. for the fall quarter of thisacdemic year.
Even with this dramatic decrease, however, S.U. is second only to the University
of Washington in black student enrollment
compared to other Puget Sound universi-

t

Black students comprise2.47 percentof
U."s total student population.

by Sii/aiiKoscak
Twenty score and fifteen years ago, our
forefathers brought forth to this country
African natives. Thusblack history began.
What the slave traders did not disparge
ofblack culture, the American melting poti
did. The slaves' deities, folklore, heroes,'

—

Susan Taylor, editor of Essence Magawill be the keynote speaker. Both
Reese and Scott bring prominent black
people to speak to theBSU. They emphasize the importance of role models for
black students, however, all students and
members of the Seattle community areinvited to attend the banquet.

—

zine,

dress, food, ideas, dance,music, poetry
in other words, their culture
vanished

overnight.

It wasn'tuntil 1915 when Carter Woodson published "The Negro History Bulletin," that an attempt to preserve what was
lost ofblack life and history wasmade.-For
that he has been called "Father of Black
History." Hechosethe second weekof February to honor the accomplishments of
black people because Abraham Lincoln,
signer of the Emancipation proclamation
and Frederick Douglass, abolitionist and
leader in the human right movement for
blacks, were born.
Since 1926blacks have celebrated Black
History Month during that time. Only recently has it been recognizednationally.
What's it all about? Chest puffing? Dividing up the glory? Notat all. A personis
defined by his or her culture. Take away
culture and what remains is emptiness and
a dire lack ofself worth.
That is why Deatra Scott, treasurer of

theBlack Student Union (BSU), stirs with a
yearning for strong black cultural values.
"I remember feeling there is something
missing in my life,somethingonaspiritual
level," she said. Her pain is the missing
knowledge of black origins in America,
knowledge of one's birthplace being the
most sacred knowledge.
Marcus Reese, BSU president, said, "If
people don't know about something they
are either scared of i«or become interested
in it."
These two young spiritual descendants
of Carter Woodson run the BSU, an on
campus organization trying to help black
students cope with university life.On Feb.
22 the BSU is sponsoring abanquet whose
theme is "Excellence in Education."

"Seattle University is proud of its diversity," saidScott. At a time when the "Bill
Cosby Show" isnumberone in the ratings
and a major film, "The Color Purple," is
enjoying wide popularity and has been
nominated for eleven academy awards, it
seems the time has come for blacks, not
only as full fledged members of, but also
determinance of, American culture. It's
time for S.U. to learn to appreciate unity as
well as diversity.
Thecelebration ofBlack History Month
is being held at the Holiday Inn, Crown
Plaza, in Seattle, Feb. 22 at 6 p.m. The
price for the entire program plus dinner is
$25. Reservations shouldbe made by Feb.
10 at the Campus Ministry, McGoldrick
building, Monday through Friday.
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ASSU Candidates
Treasurer

2nd Vice
President

Joe Lawless
Tricia Brown
Patricia Brownis a juniorleaning toward
English as amajor. She is publicity secretary for the ASSU. Brown would like to
continue what the present officers are doing as far as involving non-traditional students in projects such as Global Awareness
Week andFinally Friday. She would like to
mix activities for traditional andnon-traditional students.
■

Joe Lawless is a junior business major.
He was student body president ofhis high
school. Lawless feels the treasurer should
contribute ideas to the ASSU. He feels he
has the leadership and creativity to fill that
position. He also notes the ASSUisin the
process of changing from manual accounting to the university computer system.
Lawless said he would beable to make that
transition easier because of his experience
with computers and computer accounting.

John Schwab
Unavailable forComments.
Photo Unavailable.

David Urbina
David Urbina is a junior majoring in
marketing. He served on the Activities
board last yearandis now serving as a senthe Activities board he served as
director of Inter-Cultural Activities. Urbina wouldlike to see activities-directed towards S.U.s diverse community. Urbina is
from Venezuela and is livingoff campus.
ator. On

Senate
Deidre Scott

Shawn Carleton

Unavailable forComments.

Shawn Carlton is a sophomoremajoring
in general business. He is currently president of Xavier Hall Council and treasurer
of Resident Hall Council. Carlton would
like tosee a better workingrelationshipbetween Resident HallCouncil and the Activities board. He wouldalso like to seemore
activities for students on or close to the
campus, as well as more programs offered
tocommuter students. Carlton is a resident
of Xavier Hall.

Rick Diedrick
Rick Diedrick is a junior majoring in
business administration.He served on the
Activities boardlast year. Diedrick would
like to see more activities on campus for
both traditional and non-traditional students, such as a dance or a weekly movie.
He feels the campus has become too
"static." Diedrick, although noticing the
ASSU has focused on quality activities,
feels there shouldhave been a higher quantity also. He lives off campus.

Raelene Sam
Unavailable forComments.

Tina O'Brien
Tina O'Brienis a sophmore psychology
major. She has beeninvolved inmany committees and organizations on campus in-

cluding Search and the activities board.
O'Briensaid she feels students are too apathetic and she wants to do her part to contribute to the school.
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ASSU
VOTE! VOTE! VOTE!

SHAFT YOUR ROOMMATE

Who do you want to represent you in the ASSU? Vote for
ASSU President, Ist Vice President, 2nd Vice President
Treasurer and3 Senators. Your vote counts!
ASSUPRIMARYEI.ECTIONS
Thursday,Feb. 20
Locations: Library, Bookstore, Chieftain; Xavier, Bellermine, Campion halls.

Coming 500n

....

PICTURES

PACKAGES

CASINOROYALE!

-jHHJH A

AVAILABLI^^^

7^9
%*^^Zm &

Friday, Feb. 28
An evening of casino-style entertainment, dancing and refreshments. Anyone interested in helping plan, decorate or run the
games, please inquire at the ASSU Activities Office.

JflH^V^

9oxlocfc- Io'clock
Malcolm Miller Lectures
guide at Chartes Cathedral will lecture on the cathedral
Officialarchitecture,
stained glass and sculpture.
and its
Feb. 27 (1:30p.m.) andFeb. 28 (7:00p.m.) in Pigott Auditorium.
Sponsored by theHistory Forum, ASSU and theFine Arts Dept.
Student Rate tickets of$3.00 and $4.00 are available at theASSU
Office while they last.

A LOOK AT THE ASSUSENATE:
Feminist Theology: A Brown BagLunch
Discussions withErin Swezen, CampusMinister and Dr.Karen
Barta, theology professor.

Thursday, Feb. 13 1:30 -2:30 p.m.
Women Students' Resource Room
Student UnionBuilding Room 209

-

Oct. 8, 1985 City of Seattle Mayoral
- Debate.
Nov. 14? 1985 Gotta Gripe Forum Senate discusses with Fr
Sullivan and Dr. Stringer campus problems and issues which
were obtained from the campus-wide Gotta GripeSurveys.
Winter Quarter
University faculty
Jan. 23, 1986 South Africa Forum Seattle Apartheid
issue.
discussed theSouth Africa
and invitedguests
Adtour
with
problem
maintenance
Jan. 29, 1986 Campus wide
Plant,
Pierce,
andDirector
George
of
ministration VicePresident,
area on campus
out
troublesome
Senate
point
Sommer
(ASSU
Joe
to the administration).

Vancouver, B.C.

-

May 2 Oct. 13
The World Exposition is coming soon! Don't miss the
ticketsfor S. U.
great opportunity. ASSUhas discount rate
- Fri., 2:00 - 5:00
students. Stop by the ASSUOffice Mon.
p.m.

Fall Quarter-

Upcoming Event
Feb. 28, 1986 - Open tuition andbudget discussion forum with Fr.
Lounge. Come talk
Sullivan. Wed. Feb. 28, noon, UpperCheiftain
budget and tuiyear's
this
with Seattle University President about
tion.
WINTER QUARTER SENATE MEMBERS:
Last Quarter in Office
Senator
Winter '86
Pamela Miller

Winter '86

Jane Huber
Bob Brown

Allison Westfall
David Ellinger
David Urbina
Laura Marinoni
Tbm Emanual
Ted Byrne

PAID ADVERCISMENr

_

Winter 'B6
Spring '86
Spring '86
Spring '86

Fall '86
Fall '86
pall '86
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Chieftains win 73-69;record: 5-18
Men's Basketball
by John Worden

When the Seattle University Chieftains
traveled to S.RU. in December, they were
trounced by 46 points. Entering theJan. 25
rematch with a 2-15 record, it looked as
though the result this time wouldbe similar.

However, Coach Bob Johnson and his

smaller Chieftain squad made S.PU. work
abit harder this time, comingup short by a
margin of only ten, 80-70. S.RU. led
throughout, though the Chieftains almost
caught them in the second half.In just five
minutes, the Chieftains fullcourt press cut
a47-31S.RU.lead down tojust four points
at 52-48.

However, a deep S.P.U. bench and coor-

JEFF ROBERTSON/THESPECTATOR

Kevin Bailey N0.32 of the Chieftains goes for alay up basket with an
opposition trying to block Eailey's effort. Bailey had 27 points to led
SXUovictory agajnst Alaska-Fairbank, 73-69.

dinated defense stretched the S.RU. lead
out later in the half, to stunt the S.U. attempt. Scott Harris, working well inside,
led S.U. with 21 points. Kevin Bailey finished with 14 and Chris Church added 13
in the effort.
Three days later, the Chieftains visited
Central Washington, an especially troublesome school for S.U. over the past few seasons. The perennial District Ichamps had
four players in double figures and routed
the Chieftains. 101-68.
Central opened up a 51-31 lead at the
half and the game was over early. Church
put in 14 points, withHarris adding 13 and
Steve McNulty, 10. Central is currently in
second place, challenging RL.U. for this
year's title.
OnJan. 31,S.U. went to Burnaby, 8.C.,
to take on SimonFraser.TheChieftains got
their first win this season over the Clans-

men in November, but this time things
were not so easy. Tied at 65 with one second remaining, aHarris foul on the offen-

siveboards sent Simon Fraser to the line.
They converted one of two to decide the
District match.
McNulty had one of his career best performances, chalking up 17 points. Brian
Lockhart added 12 points and Bailey contributed 10.
Feb. 1 was the first day ofthe Chieftains'
two game winning streak. Traveling to
Bellingham to play Western Washington
University, S.U. won 79-75 victory. Bailey's 27 points and S.U.s conversionoften
of thirteen free throws in the final two minutes helped maintain a 10 point lead at the

half.

Probably thehighpoint ofthe seasonoccurred on Feb. 5 in Tacoma when S.U.
shocked NCAA DivisionII foe University
of Puget Sound, 81-79, in overtime.
Though thisgame will not count toward the
District playoffs, it showed that S.U. may
be coming ofage this season.Tied at 75after regulation, McNulty sank6 free throws
to seal the win. Harris put up 22 points to
lead the Chieftains, while Baileyadded 16,
Church 12 and RyanMoore 12 points.
The Chieftains are 4-18 overall, 3-6 in
District play, with 8 games remaining, all
but one at home. Six of the remaining
games are against District competition.
The way they're playing at this point the
Chieftains could win all of the remaining
District Igames, with the possible exception of Feb. 20 against Central Ifthis does
S.U. would finish the season8-7 in District
play, which might be good enough for a
playoffberth .

.

Petrich sets an all-time
scoring record at S.U.
by Thertsak Sac Tung

Senior Angel Petrich of the Lady Chieftains basketball team recently surpassed
Sue Stimac's all-time scoring record at Seattle University. In a game against Spring
Arbor Collegeof Michigan Feb. 3,Petrich
scored her first four points of the game by
the 17:02 mark of the first half to set the
record. After the game Petrich had
amassed 1,686 pointsin three-plusyearsat
S.U.

"I was reallyhappy," saidPetrich. "That(record) was one ofmy biggest goals when
Ifirst came here. It was just a great thrill
for me." Petrich, this season, has broken
— rebounding and scoring.
two records
Which record does she cherish the most?
"Ithinkthey're bothequal to me." saidPetrich.
Coming out of Cle Elum High School,
Petrich felt that she could do well playing
basketball at the collegiate level. "Iknew
that Icould do just as well or better in college," said Petrich. Her freshman year,she
averaged 16.7 points and 12.1 rebounds
per game.

Petrich had offers from

east coast

schools, inaddition to Wyoming andMon-

tana. But she selected S.U. because it is a
small private school and its close proximity. "Iwanted to find agood, small school.
Iwas from a small schoolin a small town.I
wanted a school close to home and Seattle
was pretty close," said Petrich. "I knowthat Icould have went anywhere else but I
wanted togo to Seattle University."
The four-year starter had set many goals
for herself this year.Apart from settingthe
records, she also wants to have her jersey
retired. "Ifigure that Ishould get itretired
since I've broken the records," said Pe-

trich.

Although proud of her accomplishthe business/management major
would like to see the team do well. "I
worked to accomplish the goals that I've
set for myself but Iwant our team to do as
well as we can," saidPetrich.
Petrich believes the Lady Chieftains
have a good shot at the playoffs. "1think
wecan doitif we allbelieve inourselves. If
we don't believein ourselves, then we are
not going todoit." She saidifthe team does
not advance to post season play "it would
be a bigdisappointment. Every year we've
madeit to the playoffs. Not to make it in my
ments,

a hjg disappointment
senioryear wouldbe
"

.

thing. Turina was a good player. But her
main thing was rebounding. Sue Stimac
had a little bit more potential all around,"
said Petrich.

ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL
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Lower the cost of your next check-up.
Right now your neighborhood
DentaHealth Office will shino your
smile for just $35 00 complete. Call today!
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to me." In a season in which she has surpassed Stimac in total points and Sue
Turina in rebounds, Petrich recalls their
abilities. "Sue Stimac did more of every-
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and cleaning.
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Actions around Connolly

S.U. Intramural

1NLHJUK SULLCK

UNi
R/\mui\.rtL.

BLUE

BLUE
Eightballs 6, 69ers 2
Plague 1,Goalbusters 0
Hack Attack, 9 Deuteronomy0
Misfits 2, No name (forfeit)
Shakatak 1,Goatranchers 0
Heads 7, Numbed Animals 5
ORANGE
Spies LikeUs 10, Henn's Nest
Nutmegs 4, International 3
Clubber 5,Gratefully Dead 3
BASKETBALL
GREEN
Brewers 78,Dix 66

Dreamers48, Mencos 47

Staff 1198, WildPizzas 49
Staff Infection 57, USSA 47
Staff II83, Bailers 55
Mencos 37, Staff Infection 28
USSA 51, Wild Pizzas42 .
RED
Snails 58,ETC29
Oornpa def. Seafair Clowns
Big Wally's 60, Hurtinon the Brds. 57
Turnabouts 62, BadGrads 42
Poetry inMotion 77, 6 ft. Under 25
Greenwave 80, Mimbus 40
Sir Slam 61,Primetime 57
Locals Only 62, Blue Waves 17
Kahunas 73,Bok Choy 53
Liquid Hiccups 48, Numbed Animals 46

Eternians71,69ers53
Snapper def. Palace

Indoor
»U>«*l

SoccerJßlj
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ChrisClements of the Goal Busters tries toscore a goal whilegoalie
Dale Arp of the Eight Balls team tries to defend. Eight Balls team
whipped Goal Busters,8-0.

at Connolly
Golf Clinic
are the
ConSeattle

A golf clinic in the Astrogym at

Center will will be conducted Feb.
18 Gary Boyle, assistant intramural coordinator and Tom Swanson, a graduate of

nolly

instructors,
golf to be a club sport at

University,

Boyle would like
S.U. Anyoneinterested ingolf or the clinic
should contact Boyle at 626-5305.

VOTE FOR
ABBEY GHERMAY
A.S.S.U. PRESIDENT
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Steve Baldwin N0.5 and John Merlino try to scramble for a
basketball.
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With this Maitre D! you always
get the best table in the house
with the best service!
Just call and order your favorite

Our drivers carry less than
$20.00.
Limited delivery area.

'

1985 Domino's Pizza,mc

pizza. We'll bake and
- deliver it
within 30 minutes and you
don't have to movea muscle!
One Call Does i! All!

A VOTE FDR COMMITMENT TO
THE ENHANCEMENT OF

STUDENT LIFE ON CAMPUS

Call us.
**99-nnQ4.
128 Broadway East
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Fall sports awards

S.U. first ski team
gain experience

Mike Dahlem races down the slope.
by Thertsak Sac Tung

—

The Seattle University ski team's season
came to an end with the last r;i^- .11 Sn >
qualmie Pass (when?). This season the ski
team competed in tour college races and
"finished in the middle third of the pack."
The best finish for the team occurred when
Brian Dennehy finishedeighth in the giant
slalomat CrystalMountain.
Mike Dahlem, coach of the team, felt
that they had a respectable season, in this,
their first at S.U. sincethe early 19505. He
said that most people who wereonthe team
had never raced before. Although the season is over, the team willcontinue training

Wednesuay evenings at Snoqualmie Pass
and Sundays at Crystal Mountain. They
willcontinue racing in the city league and

in the master races. For the master races,
anyone can sign up to improve their skill
and techniques. Dahlem felt that this season was a good experience for the team.
"We learned that it is real competitive. The
ski team has potential. Now that we have
gained a little experience, we could be
competitive."
Team members are Guy Anderson, Bill
Brown, Beccy Cohen, Dahlem, Steve
Kagi, Angel Inouye, Bruce Parks, Carrie
Spencer,Dennehyand Scott DeMers.

DIMCNSIOHS
"
HAIRFORMEN AND

I
7eRMANENTS
FROM $25.00
LONGHAIR,
STYLE CUTS
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Saturday
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Scholar-Athlete, Laura Marinoni displays her award.

STYLBCUTS«
$Q #
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by Thertsak Sac Tung

Most Improved Jennifer Grathwol
Most Inspirational TeresaHampton

Fall sportshave officially been declared
concluded with the annual Fall Sports Banquet. Players from three sports were honoredat the banquet in the 1891 room.
The Scholar- Athlete of 1985: Laura

Men's Soccer:
Most Valuable Bill Read
Most Improved John Matuzak
Most Inspirational Collin Mitchell
Volleyball:
iviost VaTiuthle Donna DeWald
Most ImprovedKelle Louailier
Most InspirationalBelinta Renter

Marinoni
Women's Soccer:
Most ValuableChristine Marinoni
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Northwest area providesfabulous trails
Road turn left ontoWest Ames Lake Road,
skirting Ames Lake. Wind right on this
road through an unpaved logging railroad

by Shelly Griffin

Spring break is only weeks away which
means that sunand shorts will be back. If
winter weightlingers from hibernation the
time toget rid ofit isbefore trying on your
shorts and finding they don't fit. But dietingonly makes youhungry so why not lose
weight while enjoying Northwest scenery
by bicycling. There are numerous trails
within Seattle or short car rides away.
1& 2 Strap your bike to your car and
drive north to Greenlake or west to Alki
Avenue in West Seattle for long, flat trails.
You can ride the trails once or repeat them
for amore strenuous workout.
3 A down hill drive to the waterfront
leads to an easy ride through Myrtle
Edwards Park at the northern most endof
the piers. BikenorthonElliott Avenue past
Pier70 to the long park. The Pier 86 grain
terminal can be viewed three-quartersof a
mile in the park.
4 Another trail in town is the BurkeGilman trail starting in Discovery Park.

grade. Ifheavy rainhas fallen recently this
trail is not recommended, unless you like
mud puddles and fallen trees. Except for
this messy stretch the roadisexcellent.
Follow the logging road for one mileuntil the Patterson Creek-Tolt Hill paved
road, turning leftand uphill. Continue east
crossing the Snoqualmie River bridge until
State 203. Turn left andcross the ToltRiver
bridge going north. Return to the park by
passing the high school and turning right
onBlanch.
7 Theother trail starting from the Valley
Memorial Park is the 8.4 mile out-andback ToltRiver Road. Head out ofthe park
on East King Street again but continue to
East Entwistle Street where you turn right.
Continue east on the Tolt River Road and
follow it north to the public fishing access.
Turn around here and follow the quiet
country roadback to the park.
8 Another out-and-back trip is the Preston-Snoqualmie Falls trail. Strap your bike
to your car and drive to the Preston exiton
1-90, between Issaquah and North Bend.
The park is to the left after entering Pres-

Feature
This 12 mile pavedpath runs east and west
past Lake Union and through the University of Washington campus. The trail fol-

ton.

The7.75 miles from the park to the Snoqualmie Falls viewpoint starts on the Preston-Fall City Roadheading north.Take the
bridge over the Raging River and continue
straight on the main road until the David
Powell Road. Turn right. After 2.5 miles
the paved road will turn right. Continue
straight on the gravel road for one-quarter
mile.Take the trail to the left withthe sign
prohibiting cars. The trailends at the viewpoint of the falls. Turn around and return
to the David Powell Road.
If you want to return to the park, turn
left. If you want to visitFall City first turn
right. The city is a few blocks ahead.After
visiting Fall City return to thePreston-Fall
City Road to the park.

lows an abandoned Burlington Northern

railroadbed.
5 A 14.7 mile looparound Mercer Island
begins at the Luther Burbank Park on the
north edge of the island,84 Avenue Southeast. Bicycle route signs direct the rider
through twists of the northern trail. The
rest of the trail follows West, East and
NorthMercer Way back to the park.
6 & 7 Two separatetrails begin in King
County Valley Memorial Park in Carnation. Toget to the park takethe Preston exit
from Interstate 90 between Issaquah and
North Bend to Fall City. Take State 203
north to Carnation and follow signs to the
park.
6 The longer trail, 12.4 miles is the Carnation-Ames Lake trail. It heads north out
of the park on East King Street to 322
Northeast. At Northeast 60 Street turn left,
eventually becoming the Carnation Farm
Road which winds north then west. Follow
this road pastdairy farms.
You can stop for self-guided tours9a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. every day except Sunday and
holidays. Continue on this road until 284
Northeast. The route turns onto Ames
Lake Road going south. At Union Hill

Type your papers.

Word processor.

9 A loop around Lake Sammamish is not
far to the west of the Preston-Snoqualmie
Falls trail. After taking the Lake Sammamish StatePark exitoff 1-90head to the
south end of the lake. The 25 mile trail
starts in the state park. Head south out of
the park to Est Sammamish Road Southeast and turn left. Turn left again on East
Lake Sammamish Road, now heading
north and huggingthe lake shore.Continue
north for 10 miles, stopping at roadside attractions like anabandoned gravel pit,now
a rest area,andan old shingle and saw mill
at Adelaide.
When you get to the Redmond-Fall City
Road turn leftand continue toRailroad Avenue, where you turn left at the shopping
complex. Turn left on West Lake Sammamish Parkway North (State 901). Follow 901 south past two resorts and Camp
Sambica. Turnleftat 180 Avenue Southeast
which becomes West Sammamish Road
Southeast. Continue to the park and the
end.

After graduation, as a Navy officer,
you receive a year of graduate-level
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To qualify, you must be a U.S. citizen between 19 and 27 years of age.
working toward or have earned a bachelor's or master's degree. You must
also have completed a minimum of one year each of calculus and calculusbased physics with a "B average or better.
You can submit an application as soon as you've completed your sophomore
year in college. If you think you're good enough to join thebest in the nuclear
field,find out.Call
NAVY RECRUITINGDISTRICT. SEATTLE
ISJ E
SAND.POINT WAY 3O
NAVAL
ON. BLDG

open Monduv through Saturday
11 30 am fl 45 pm

®7500

J^M"!
wA 9BIIS
SEATT^ST

ComerofPlkcA 10th

(206) 526 30«3.

»"«-"* 11

Order*To Go
10% discount withStudent Saving jCord
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training unavailable anywhere else at

*<" Puerta

and BillWoods

The Navy operates the most advanced nuclear equipment in the world.
I
Including more than half the nuclear reactors in
those
I
j-~
and
operate
America. Themen who maintain
reactors have to be the best. That's why officers
in the Nuclear Navy get the most extensive and
sophisticated training in the world.
College juniors and seniors who qualify
for the program can earn over S9(H) a
month while still in school.

Home:32B-4328

Thebest traveling time is in the morning
avoid heavy traffic. This loop was the
scene of the annual Redmond Bicycle
Derby until 1965, when car traffic made
the route too dangerous.
10 Another loop trail follows the perimeter of Vashon Island. Take the Fauntleroy
ferry from West Seattle to Vashon. From
the ferry dock bike straight ahead on the
Vashon Island Highway until Southwest
175. Turn left and bike until 91Southwest
where you turn right. FollowQuartermaster Drive past Southwest 184towards Ellisport 2 miles south. Three-quarters of a
mile out of Ellisport turn right on Quartermaster Drive until 103 Southwest.Follow
103 Southwest to Vashon Highway. At 131
Southwest turn right and follow the road
for 13 miles. At Culman Roadturn eastand
zigzagyour wayback to the ferry dock.
For more information on route attractions and maps, check "Bicycling the
Backroads around Puget Sound" by Erin
to

Are\buGood Enough
ToJoinTheßest
InTheNuclearField?
§

y

'

-

TOLL FREE
1-800-562 -4OOQ WITHIN WA
1-800-428-3628 OUTSIDE WA

Navy Officers Get ResponsibilityFast.

j

'Febrary 13,1986/The Spectator
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losepf^^McGo'
VOLUNTEER VICTIM ADVOCATE POISITIONS
AVAILABLE with the King

§£ Prosecutor's Victim Assistance

Co.

Unit,

& Criminal or Juivenile Section. Learn
£ about the criminal justiceslystem
? helping crime victims. Training while
pro? vided, credit available. Require office
experience,goodcommunication skills,
|
$ ability to make a time
commitment. Call
§ Arlene, 583-4404.

CLASSIFIED

-4.10/ hour plusmileage reimbursement
andbonus system. Must be 18 or older,
have car with insurance. Apply in
perosn at RAINIER BEACH 7903
Rainier Aye. S. or RAINIER/BERACON
2601 S.McClellan

Looking Ahead
I
a

today
Native American Indian meeting at noon in

o Bellarmine Conference room.

*

14

i

15

Men's basketball, Whitworth College, 7:30
J*p.m.
at Connolly.
the S.U.literary review has set its
Jo firstFragments,
deadline for today. It is seeking submissions
poetry andprosefor the annual issue to appear
Jo of
during spring quarter. Submissions should be
and accompanied by a self-addressed,
J» typed
stamped envelope. "We really want to support a
broader spectrum of submissions this year," the
2o editors
say. Submissions may be sent to Marian
*
a$25
placecategory for

°

CURIOUS ABOUT NLP? A personal
changeprocess that works, and can be

18

Men's basketball, Western Washington Uni7:30 at Connolly.
versity,
° The Bellevue/Eastside
chapter or the Nao tional Association of Accountants will hold a
dinner at the Greenwood Inn. No host cocktails
a will beat6p.ni. anddinner at6:3op.m. Featured
speaker will be William Weis, speaking on
o "'Smoking in the Workplace." It'sopen to the pub°l ie andcosts $14.50 perperson
o

"
°

°
°

provided.
Prep on Wheels, Seattle Prep's family night a
auction, features used cars and other bargains. J

Preview,silent auction and social hour start at 5 a
p.m. andoral auction at 7:30 p.m. The auction is
at McHugh Gymnasium, Seattle Prep School, a
2400UAve. E.

i
°
°
°
°
°
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Women's basketball, Gonzaga University, 7 °
p.m. at Connolly.

Men's basketball, University of Alaska at
o
neau, 7 p.m. at Connolly.
Women's basketball, Whitworth College, 9
p.m. at Connolly.

QUALITY TYPING 16yearsexperience
$1.50 PERPAGE. Call 248-1644 after 7
A p.m. Ask forCarolina.
6 GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040
i$59,230/yr. Now hiring. Call 805-687-7 6000 Ext.R-6111 for current federal list.
HELP WANTED. Earn $30-$5O/ day,
assisting stu/ working 1-2 days a week,cards,
call 1y dents applying for credit

-

|
§

800-932-0528.
TO: CALYPSO'S BROTHER: I'veredis& covered you a second time now and I
& love what I've seen. Happy Valentine's
? Day. AllMy Love, ASIA.
|Professional couple seeks after school

°J §

Etc.
March7 is the last day applications will be accopied for graduation in winter quarter.
"N" grades received winter quarter 1985 must
beremoved by March3. Obtain an "N"grade re-

j

°

°
°
moval form from the Registrar's officeand take it

o
o

"
"

to your instructor. The completed form must be a
returned by the instructor to theRegistrar's office
by March 3. Confirmation of the grade received a
will be mailed to the student when processing is

complete.

assistant to supervisehomework, piano
V practice,after-school sports for 10-year§ oldboy.Some householdduties.Mt.Ba& ker area. Car.Refs. 722-2472.

Practice your foreigh Language with a
nativespeaker. TradeEnglishconversation forforeigh language conversation.
Languages available: Spanish, Japanese, Arabic and others. Call 623-1481
before noon Mon-Fri.
Will train legal assistantfor research at
K.C. Courthouse. 5-10 hours a week,$5
hour. Jim Nissing,Attorney at Law, 462-9254.
Roomate(s) wanted. Female/Male. 5
mm. from S.U. 3 bedroomhouse. #211
M.L.KingWayE.Call 322-3881

.

Electric Typewriter, excellent condition,
$85 or best offer, 325-6836

STUDENTINTERNSHIP

City Light Department
$8.45 perhour
Asst Energy Mgmt Prgm staff to establish databases for in-house oenservation proj and energy consumption.DUTIES: input data and run computer
prgms, perform studies, write memos
and reports. Courses/work exp in database devel., adv. math and econ, mainframe computers and LOTUS applications is desirable. Applicants should be
Jrs, Srs or Grad students in bus or pub
admin, econ, IE or social sci & tech.
Starts 3-86. Deadline to apply is 2-18-86. For infor/application call 625-7987
or come to Seattle Personnel Dept, 710
2nd Aye, Rm 446. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.
NewGame!Playedby telephone,standing communicated by weekly newsletter. Challenging, exciting, unique! Details are available on a two-minute
recorded message tape: 324-6921 (24
hrs). Call today. You'll be surprised!

o

J

Students removing an incomplete grade from
the fall quarter must complete the work, obtainan o
"I" grade removal form from the Registrar's of- J
fice, take it to the Controller's office and pay the «"
$15 fee, then submit the form and the receipt to %
°
Swimmeet isopen to all withprizes awardedin
theinstructor by Thursday, Feb. 13. Confirmation
all four strokes at 6 p.m. inConnolly west pool,
of the grade receivedwill be mailed to the student o
o
Beta Alpha Psi will behaving abusiness meetwhen processing is complete.
ing at noon in Pigott 353. All members and
Spring quarter advance registration begins c
a pledges are required to attend. Plans for upcomFeb. 10 and ends Feb. 19. Registration hours are »
ing activities will be discussed and lunch will be
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. daily. Evening registration o
a provided.
will beFeb. 10 and II from4 to7 p.m.
Allmembers andpledges ofBeta Alpha Psi are
Registration information will not be mailed to o
a invited to attend the monthly meeting of the Naundergraduate students. Students should watch ?
lional Association of Accountants at Triples Resfor posters on campus giving registration details, a
o laurant. For details, stop by the BAP office at PiPermits may be picked up in the departments on
Sgottls3
K-b. 7.
o
Continuinggraduate students will receive their
permits in the mail and follow the mail-in re^is- o
Men'sbasketball.Central Washington Univernation procedural
o sity, 7:30 p.m. at Connolly.
"coo ooo op o 0000 0.0.q.0 00.0000000000.pp m_oooooDftopoooooooooo«0 aaJUUJb

.

tuaghtl! Satisfy your curiousity and dis"i cover whatit can do for you. Freeques-7 tion-answere evening Jan. 16,23.
5 CHOICES 547-8433
Typing (includes copyediting and campus pickup/delivery). English Tutoring
|
? (help with expositorywriting).Qualifica-9 tions :Bachelor of Journalism and En§ glish Minor.Call Brenda at 322-0770 afk ter 9:30 p.m. Mon. Fri.
TYPIST NEAR CAMPUS. Students, txislJ ness, legal, resumes, office organization,
? "tc. Sense of humor, some genius. 325-

*

IIk- Marksmanship Club will leave for the
rangeat 2:IS from Xavier Hall. Transportation is a

first

» best poetry, best proseand two best art pieces.

I

shooting techniques a must. Selfstarters onlyplease.Call Mike at 285-6070.

°

Men's basketball. Whitman College, 7:30
»p.m. at Connolly.

242or 247. There is

APPLIANCE REPAIR TRAINEEUnique
$$ opportunity for right individual.
Own transportationand tools required.
Knowledge of schematics and trouble-

DOMINO'S PIZZA
is now hiring full-/part-time DELIVERY
PERSONS. Start driving for us at $4.00-

°

°

"

£
„

MALCOLM MILLER

Official guide at Chartres Cathedral will lectun on
the cathedralandits architecture, stainedglass and
sculpture Feb. 27(1:30p.m.) andFeb. 28 (7p.m.)in
Piaott Auditorium.
Sponsoredby the History Forum, ASSUand theFine
Arts Department. Tickets may be purchased at the
ASSU and the History Office in Marion Hall. Warning- Mr. Miller's lectures are nationally famous and
are ALWAYS sold out. Feb. 27: $5;Feb 28: $& ASSU
tickets at reducedprices, while they last

